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1. INTRODUCTION
Cyberparks is an open spaces monitoring tool which purpose is to catch the position or activity of people
visiting a public space.
The project consist in a web and a mobile application. After downloading and installing the mobile app,
the first thing that have be done when running the app is to answer a survey. The answers to this survey
will characterize the user profile (gender, year of birth, reason for visiting the park, etc.). Next, it is
necessary to choose online or offline mode. If offline mode is chosen the data will be periodically saved
on the smartphone memory, and these data can be sent to the server whenever the user wants (usually
when the smartphone gets connectivity). If online mode, it is possible to navigate through the map
monitoring (only) user position that will be periodically sent to the server.
Once the mobile application is running, user can follow using the smartphone as usually, that mean user
can switch off the screen to save battery or open other applications, the Cyberparks app will continue
working in background. Nevertheless, user does not has to forget killing the Cyberparks app when going
out the public open space, because Cyberparks will continue working.
The application implements the following services:
-

The user can see his/her position on the park map and navigate through it.
The user can see the services that the park offers, i.e. bar/cafeteria, playground, benchs, wifi,
etc.
Based on the user position, the application can pop-up contextual information, i.e. if the user is
near an ancestral tree or structure, the application could show its historic information.
The user can use a virtual suggestion box by taking photos or video and adding some text about
what is happening (or happened) in the open public space. This info can be sent to the council
who will take into account the suggestions.

In parallel, system permits to monitor the position of the users in real time (or at any time) through a
website. At any time it is possible to connect to the web site (www.cyberparks.eu) to monitor the position
of all the users who have the application running in real time. Also, it is possible to see the past positions
and to filter them by different criteria, i.e. age, gender, activity, period of time, etc. The web contains the
map of the park/s and an interface easy to use.
NOTE: With the aim of protecting the data that is been shown in the web we have restricted the access by
password. Furthermore, the app will only work (we mean, it will only send data) if the user is inside a
registered open space, otherwise the app will not send any data.
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2. THE WEB APPLICATION
The main usefulness of the website is to visualize (in real time or in the past) all the Cyberparks app users
over a Google Maps framework, and gather suggestions about the public open space.
The website is organized by zones. Each zone corresponds to a geographical area.
The system acts when user is inside a registered area. Otherwise user position will not be sent to the web
server and thus it cannot be visualized on the website (http://services.cyberparks-project.eu/).

Figure 1. Website - Initial page

1.1. FUNCTIONALITIES
ACCESS TO AN OPEN SPACE
The initial page of the website shows all the open spaces registered on the system. User can select the
space to access to.

Figure 2. Website - Access to an open space
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There are three user roles when access to a website open space:
-

Super admin: this role can access to all spaces on the website with edition permissions.
Space admin: users with this role can access to concrete open spaces with edition permissions.
Space user: this role enables open spaces access with reading permissions.

Once into an open space, the web page is divided into three parts. The main one is the map where data
is located and visualized. User can navigate through the map doing zoom in or out. The second part is the
left panel that can be used to select, and thus visualize, the data generated by users that fulfil the filter
criteria. And the third part is the right panel that can be used to access to the different functionalities that
offer website related to positions, user data, and content editions.

Figure 3. Website - Functionalities into an open space

POSITIONS
There are three options to visualize positioning information in the website. Clicking first icon on the left
users’ current position is shown on the map. The second one permits to obtain historical data. And the
third one is there to display points of interest added to accessed space.

Figure 4. Website – Position functions

Real time data
Clicking in this option system shows positions of users that are currently using Cyberparks application in
their smartphones.
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Historical data
It can be checked users’ behaviour between two dates. So, when clicking historical data icon, the following
window appear (Figure 5). It can be seen that in calendars are days that are activated. This indicates that
these days have user positioning data registered. So, when selecting dates, user can only choose those
that are activated.
On the other hand, data precision time interval can be set. If user check “15 min”, it means that the
timeline of the historical positions will represented on the map with a 15 minutes difference between
them. So, the smaller the time interval is, the greater the precision of the data represented is.

Figure 5. Website - Historical position data filter

After selecting dates and click “ok” historical data is shown like in the Figure 6.

Figure 6. Website - Historical positioning data visualization

Each point on the map represents a user/device. When the point represents a user that have fulfil profile
survey data (mobile application ask user to fulfil a data form when accessing for the first time), the circle
which represent them will include a number. This number indicates user age range.
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Each of these positions has a red or green area. When area is red, it indicates that the position error radius
is pretty big, whereas when the area is green, it indicates that the real position is into this green area that
will be bigger in order to error radio size.
In addition, when the circle of the position is black the user is a woman, and when it is white (and it has a
number inside it) the user is a man.
On the other hand, clicking a user position, the route of this user is shown on the map. Furthermore the
timeline on the bottom of the web permits to visualize this route progression on the map. The Figure 7
represent it. The user position that have been selected is the one which is red bordered.

Figure 7 Website - Historical positioning data progress for a selected user

Additionally, when click on “behaviour data” a head map about positions is created as shown in Figure 8.

Figure 8. Website – Historical data behavioural map
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Finally, if user clicks on the button “raw data”, a file containing this historical data will be downloaded in
JSON format. This JSON includes the survey data provided by users (in cases that it has been provided).

Figure 9. Website – Historical raw data

Points of interest
When clicking on points of interest icon the application shows their information on the map.

Figure 10. Website – Points of interest visualization
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USER DATA
These options permits to get data provided by users in relation with question answers, suggestions and
alarms.

Figure 11. Website - User data functions

Question responses statistics
Cyberparks allows to generate geolocated questions which will be shown to the users by the mobile
application when they are in the question location area. Thus, web functionality permits to visualize
question responses statistics.

Figure 12. Website - Questions responses statistics

Furthermore, this questions can be visualized on the map clicking “view on map” button.
So, when clicking on the icons that represents questions on the map, it will be shown which is the question
and its responses statistics (Figure 13).
The statistics representation will depends on the question type. For example, there are questions which
responses are in free text format. In this case, when showing question statistics text response list will be
shown.
NOTE: Question types are explained in “EDITION → Questions” section of this document.
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Figure 13. Website - Questions responses statistics on map

Suggestion box
There can be read suggestions sent by mobile applications users.

Figure 14. Website - Suggestion box

These suggestions can be shown located in map clicking “view on map” button.
A suggestion can include images and weather conditions information. Figure 15 illustrates info window
appearance when suggestion icon is clicked on the map. This info window displays suggestion information
that implicates title, description, and other additional information, that are represented by icons which
can be clicked too.
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Figure 15. Website - Suggestions on map

If user clicks on camera icon which is on a suggestion info window, web application shows a window like
shown in Figure 16, where user can view and download included images.

Figure 16. Website - Suggestions related images

Clicking the position icon application shows a new window containing a map where only the suggestion
creation position is shown (Figure 17).

Figure 17. Website - Suggestions related location
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And clicking weather icon a window like shown in Figure 18 is displayed.

Figure 18. Website - Suggestions related weather

Alarms
As described in section EDITION → Alarms of this document, Cyberparks permits to determinate
controlled geographical zones (for example a park) generating alarms that indicate when users enter or
exit from these zones.
Figure 19 shows the window that web application generates to visualize the alarms generated in a
Cyberparks registered open space. There can be checked all the alarm types created by the administrator
and the related user alarms. For each user alarm the user id, date in and date out, al total time in the
controlled area is indicated.

Figure 19. Website – User alarms

When clicking on “view on map” button, all the alarm types and their zones are showed on the map (Figure
20). The info window of each of these alarm type icons show the user alarms of these type that have been
generated on the system.
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Figure 20. Website – User alarms on map

EDITION
Edition functionalities can only be accessed by admin users.

Figure 21. Website - Edition functions

Edition functionalities include (in order to icons sequence in Figure 21):
-

Points of interest
Questions
Alarms
Buildings
Audios
Offline zones
Augmented reality

Points of interest
Web admin user can create, erase and change existing points of interests place (Figure 22).
The form of point of interest creation has several fields: kind of point of interest, name, URL, description,
photos and audio. So, user decides which information fulfil in each case.
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Figure 22. Website – Points of interest edition

So, the kind of point of interest can be selected from a list of options which is shown on Figure 23.

Figure 23. Website – Kinds of points of interest

Questions
Like previously pointed out in this document, Cyberparks allows to generate geolocated questions which
will be shown to the users by the mobile application when they are in the question location area.
There are three question types:
-

Option selection: consist on a question that includes several preconfigured possible responses
that user can choose.
Valoration: involve several issues which user can valuate. Thus, user is able to rate issues giving
them a value between those determined by the question configuration (for example 0-5).
Free text: consist on a question which responses are set in free text mode, permitting to the user
to give their opinion about a subject without restrictions.

So, when clicking in questions edition the view of the Figure 24 appears. In the map of the view all existing
questions icons are located. User can edit and delete them, as well as change their location.
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Figure 24. Website – Questions edition

Therefore, clicking on “add question” button, three question types can be created.

Figure 25. Website – Question types

When question type selected, user have to choose where the question will be located on the map (Figure
26).

Figure 26. Website – New question location

Once question is located, user can fulfil the related information form and save the changes.
The Figure 27 shows the form that have to be filled to create an option question. There is necessary to
indicate the text of the question, the number of answers that can be chosen and their texts. In addition,
user can specify the radio of influence of the question. This means that when Cyberparks mobile
application users are in this geographical area, the app will show them the question in the screen
automatically.
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Figure 27. Website – New option question creation

The Figure 28 shows a valoration question creation form. In this case, instead of response options, there
are several topics which can be valuated based on the min and max values indicated on the creation form.

Figure 28. Website – New valoration question creation

Finally, the Figure 29 displays new free text question creation form. In this king of questions is only
necessary to indicate the question text itself, and the radio of the geographical influence area.
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Figure 29. Website – New free text question creation

In order to change question location place, first it is necessary to click in the icon of the question that will
be moved. When clicking the question icon its creation form will appear permitting question edition,
erasing and location changes.
When click in “change place” the warning that displays the Figure 30 is shown.

Figure 30. Website – Existing question place change

So, user have to select a new location for the question in the map and click in “save” button, and the
location change will be performed.

Alarms
This functionality permit to determine geographical areas in order to generate notifications (alarms) on
the system indicating when a user has entered in this zone, when they have exited from there and how
long they have been there.
The Figure 31 shows the view that appears when clicking on alarms edition option. There can be seen the
alarms areas that are created on the system for the accessed open space.
Like in questions edition view, when clicking an alarm icon user can edit alarm configuration details or
erase it.
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Figure 31. Website – Alarms edition

In order to create a new alarm zone, it is necessary to click “add alarm” button, and then click on map to
specify the corners of the area of this alarm.

Figure 32. Website – New alarm zone selection

Once the corners are indicated, user have to click in “finish” button on the bottom of the view. A polygon
which determinates alarm area will be created like can be seen in Figure 33.
The alarm creation form permits to indicate the alarm name, and several optional actions that can be
performed on their generation: alert sending, email sending, SMS sending and record saving.
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Figure 33. Website – New alarm creation

Buildings
Cyberparks services are developed to support the addition of buildings information. Although building
information cannot be uploaded through the website, there are some functions that can be performed
by this web: (1) visualize building and (2) add reference point’s location (Wi-Fi access point, QR code, NFC
tags and bluetooth mote).
The Figure 34 shows the building selection window that application shows when clicking into building
edition option. This window will list all buildings that are registered in the space where user is accessing.
In this case, the open space accessed is in Bilbao and the building that is available there is Deusto
University.

Figure 34. Website – Existing building selection

When user push “Universidad de Deusto” button the view of the Figure 35 appears. In this case, this
building has 3 floors and user can navigate from one to another and check reference points’ information.
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Figure 35. Website – Building edition

Furthermore, user can add new reference points into this building different floors by clicking “add
reference point” button.

Figure 36. Website – Buildings reference point types

These reference points are used on the system for indoor location purposes.

Audios
Like points of interest, Cyberparks permits to add and locate audios in map positions. So user can access
to this audios by their mobile application.
The audios can be created accessing to audio edition option in the menu. Like in other items addition in
this web application, user have to click in “add audio” button, and select the map point where they want
to add this audio (Figure 37).
Similar to other items, audio items created before will be shown located in the map, and user is able to
edit, erase or change their place.
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Figure 37. Website – Audio location selection

Figure 38 shows audio creation form. There it will be necessary to write the text of the audio and the radio
of the audio influence area.

Figure 38. Website – Audio creation

Offline zones
Offline mode permits to the mobile application to access to Cyberparks case studies without having
internet access.
To have the possibility to access to this mode, it is necessary to determine offline zones which user can
download in their smartphones. So, offline zones can be determined by the website accessing to offline
edition functions.
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There, user can select and register new zones with a name.

Figure 39. Website – Offline zones

3D objects
Web application permits to add and edit configuration properties of 3D objects that can be used into the
augmented reality functionalities in the mobile application.

Figure 40. Website – 3D objects
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3. THE MOBILE APPLICATION
Mobile application permit to the user to access to open spaces related to the current location. Then,
application shows user position, and all the contextual information related to this space.
It operates into two modes: online mode in which the app is continuously sending the user data (profile
and position) through the active communication services (GPRS, 3G, 4G or Wi-Fi) to the web server, offline
mode in which the app save all the data in the smartphone memory and sent it to the server whenever
the user wants.
In addition, the app associates the smartphone to the user profile through the starting survey which can
be changed whenever the user wants.

1.2. INSTALATION
The mobile application has been developed for android, and it is available on Google Play. It can be
downloaded reading the QR code in Figure 41, or using the keyword Cyberparks into Google Play of an
android smartphone.

Figure 41. Cyberparks in Google Play

1.3. FUNCTIONALITIES
In this section the main mobile application functionalities will be described.

ACCESS
When access first time to Cyberparks mobile application, it ask to the user to set their profile data. This is
not a mandatory task, and can be fulfilled or edited later too. Moreover it can be set manually by a form,
or through Facebook.
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Figure 42. Mobile app – Welcome and profiling

Once the profile step is completed, when run Cyberparks mobile application the following view will
appeared.

Figure 43. Mobile app – Online/offline selection
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There, user select if they will user the application in online or offline mode.

Online mode
When application enters in online mode checks if there is an open space available in the current location.
There could be more than one space at the same location. In this case all available places will be listed to
the user who will be able to select which one to access to (Figure 44). In case that it is only one space
available application will enter there automatically without prompting anything to the user. On the other
hand, if no place is available a notification alert will be shown.

Figure 44. Mobile app – Available places

After accessing an open space, application shows all the content related to this place on a map (questions,
points of interest, etc.) (Figure 45). Clicking on the options menu on the right, user can do these actions:
•
•
•

Set case study. If one location is related to more than one open space, user can switch between
them.
Change mode. User can change from online to offline mode (or vice versa) when it is required.
Exit application

In addition, there is a button menu at the bottom of the view which actions show views related with the
following functionalities:
•
•
•
•

Augmented reality. Application enters in augmented reality mode of view.
Profile settings. Permits to set user profile data.
Suggestion box. Shows the form that permit to user to create and send suggestions to the server.
3D objects. Permit to add 3D objects to spaces in augmented reality mode in order to send
suggestions to the server.
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Figure 45. Mobile app - Options

Offline mode
Offline mode permits to download several zone information from the server in order to be able to access
them without internet connexion requirements.
When user enters in offline mode, the view of the Figure 46 is shown. There the downloaded zone data is
listed. If user would want to download a new zone, they had to click on “Download Data” button.

Figure 46. Mobile app - Offline mode access
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To download a case study it is necessary to select the city where it belongs to first (Figure 47).

Figure 47. Mobile app - Offline mode case study selection

Each case study can have several offline zones. When downloading case study offline data, user can select
which zones information download to their smartphones (Figure 48). Then it is necessary to click
“download” button.

Figure 48. Mobile app – Offline mode case downloading
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Once the data is downloaded, when accessing again to offline download to this place (Bilbao in the
example) there is an “upload” button instead of the “download” button (Figure 49). So, user can update
the downloaded zones when it is required.

Figure 49. Mobile app - Offline mode data downloaded

Therefore, to access to an offline zone, user have to click in offline mode, and then select the place to
access to from the list of downloaded cases studies (Figure 49). Then the applications will show all the
related information in a map like in online mode (Figure 50).

Figure 50. Mobile app – Offline mode map
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POINTS OF INTEREST INFORMATION
Application shows the points of interest added to the open spaces. User can click on the corresponding
icons to show more information about them.

Figure 51. Mobile app – Points of interest

QUESTIONS
Application locates the places’ questions in the map too. The responded questions icon turn green,
whereas those that are read but not answered by user turn red (Figure 52).

Figure 52. Mobile app - Questions
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On the other hand, when user is in a question location area, application shows the question content view
on the screen like in Figure 53 .

Figure 53. Mobile app – Question response

SUGGESTION BOX
Application provides the possibility to send suggestions about different subjects attaching texts, photos
and/or videos.

Figure 54. Mobile app – Suggestion creation
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AUGMENTED REALITY
It is possible to get contextual information of the environment in an augmented reality based framework.

Figure 55. Mobile app – Augmented reality

User can make suggestions based on this augmented reality functionalities, adding 3D objects and
capturing the result in a photo that can be sent to the server as a part of a suggestion.

Figure 56. Mobile app – Augmented reality related suggestion

PROFILE SETTINGS
User can fill in and change a survey that characterizes their profile as Cyberparks user.
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Figure 57. Mobile app – Profile settings
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